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ABSTRACT
Whenever possible, handicapped children are to be

brought into schools vith normal children. Hovever, specialized
facilities are needed as well. Design requirements for specialized

'facilities and recent research findings on the effects of the
environment on behavior and attitude are topics covered in 12 entries
in an annotated bibliography and six citations in a supplementary
'bibliography. All entries are from the ERIC system. (MLF)
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any other single grouping, and spaces nunit bt
especially flexible to accommodate their indefinite

1VhereWr the facilities are, 'there iirc still many
questions. left _unatlswered about how they should
be designed. It is generally accepted that corminup-

, cation bct \vccn .irchitects and educatorehaSliot
been effective enough iast..Both groups i_tan
be held.accountabl for the tai u Still, it 'is less
imp7eGii140,52, who should learn tho langnage
of flie other than to realize that the coMmunica-

S

iio1 must work bp-th ways. Tcachers an tdminis-
tr/tors both have a great practical novledge of

e problems of itipecial vducation, nit architects,
can only offer 'solutions if they are aware of -gll
Nthe details. Similarly, educatiirs ca not" suggest/
inhovative programs that require spec al new facili-
th8 if they are unaware of new techruilogy making
such construction feasible -The architect -must ,
inform the educator of the Options.

Once communication is established, the ques-
tions of design musu be addressed. Would this par-
ticular group of children learn best in .a windowless
gray room, freed from distractions? On the other
hand, what are the ps chological implications of a
windowless gray room to a child suffering from the
perceptual disorders accompanying a condition
such as schizophrenia?

Should facilities be designed as .progresSively
harder for the handicapped to use, to prepare them
for life outside the special facility? Or should the
environment be made as easy as possible for the
handicapped to functien in, so they.can concentrate
on the .work of education? Can requiringta handi-
capiiteld child. to Cope with the obstacles o-f the

-:.norMal world be as likely to create a sense of
resigned inferiority as to develop independence?

4 Under current and ekpected economic and staff-
ing cohditions, is case of administration more or
less vital than privacy and comfort for students or
residents? Would a pleasant, carpeted, homelike
atmosphere encourage good behavior or merely
make maintenance more diff'icult?
. Educators faced With immediate "construction
needs. will .not be happy to hear that definitive--
research on the effects of 'the environment Ain
behavicir anaittjtude has only begun: Still, the
literature cafflirg for such research:at least raises the
significant questions.;

chose particularly int este(' in facilities for the
handijapped will find related materials in the pre.-
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yious issue of the Educational Facilities Digest,
titled "Facilities for Nlainstreaming the Handi-
capped."

4o.

Abeson, Alan, and Berenson, Bertram. Phy:sical Envirow .

ment and Special Educatiow An Interdisciplinary
Approach to Research. Final Rep'ort. Arlington, Virginia:
Council for Exceptional Children, 1970..307 pag,es. ED 056
-123.

'Special education facilities are, for the most part,
poorly designed and inadequately relatgd to educational
programing." SpeVal.' educators view their spaces as
"unalterable," though specific alterations may be neceisary,
while architects without sufficient knowledge of the field
tend to be placed in charge of building programs. To im-
prove these conditions;.confirmed by a survey, the autho'rs
of this report'offer recommendations in three areas: train-
ing, research, and governMent.

N .
Both teachers and administrators need training in the

effects that environment 'can have on the educational pro-
cuss. Understanding the environment will enable educators
to make rikinor modifications in their currentsPaces with
,some degree--of success and will also prepare them for
participation in future facility planning and evaltion.
Teacher involvement in these procrsses is painfully lacking
at 'resent. Administrators are more deeply involved' but
rar ly are trained to understand their role in the process.,,
Fi ly, the administrator and the architect each ,need to I

accept training in the language, intefieSts, and weaknesses
of te other:

Research effOrts must concentrate on the evaluation of
facility planning as a process and on measuring die effec-
tive use of the environment. Governmental responsibilities
include provision of adequate funding .and reevaluation of
rigid space requirements that may not be suitable to special
education.

Extensive appendixes include details of the project,
several related documents, and abstracts of additional
materials in the field. One appendix in particular consists of
a report by twp special consultants to the project, William
M. Cruickshank and Herbert C. Quay.' This report, titled
"Learning and Pnysical Environment: The Necessity for
Research and Research Design," states, that little research
has been done to show that children can learn better in .

innovative spaces or that teachers ean teach more effec-
tively. Special education facilities in particular suffer from
the lack of adequate research. Children placed in these
facilities and held back by 'them. may be falsely diagnosed

e,
as slow developers. . tCruickshank and Quay suggest that two elements ,. . ,,

precede research design or actual construCtion. The first-is .

the "program narrative," a very detailed statement developed
by the teacher (not . by administrators or planruirs), de-
scribing "everything which will be done educationally be-
tween teacher and children during the program." On the
basis of this statement, the architect' then develops aii
"architectural narrative," which translates specific needs -
and relationships into appropriate spaces.
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This translation.can be dont; only on the basis of suitahle
research. Learning and social behaviors that need to he
.dtered must be carefully specified in measurable ternjs.
Designs fo test these measurements include those using
control groups' and several quasi-experimental designs -
using series of mc:huremen ts over time.

'Order from EDRS. Nil, $0.83 11C $16.73. Specify ED
cumlwr.

!

!

Abeson, Alan, and Blacklow, .Julie, editors. Envir,onmental
Design: New Relevance for Special Nucatiou. Arlington,
Virginia : Council for ExCep Donal Children, 1971. 124 \
pages. ED 055,...404.

\
"The role of the physical environment is not totally to \

serve a teacher, bus. rather to be available as a teaching tool \

or catalytic agent to enhance the entire education process." \I
Unfortunately, according to data gathered by a ecial pro- \

ject of the Council for Exceptional Children, st special \

-education facilities-were-originally designed fa other uses. \

Programs operate.in spite of rather than in response tt.the \

space. Training the staff in effective use of space anIt in \

making analyses,. for., the information of designers and \

\builders in the future could' help alleviate many problems.
The limited capacity of handicapped children to gain

knowledge and skill jhrough sensory eXploration of the \

environment must be recognized when planning the facility. \

The suggestions of the students, as well as of the teachers, \

staff, parents, arid others, may form a valuable aspea of \,

the planning process, though care should be taken not to
co'mmit the designers to meeting thc ideals of everyone. \

!

Clear delineation of educational goals and expectations will
help designets evaluate the suggestions they receive, as will
a thorough description of therange of activities that spaces
must Acommodate. 'Selecting equipment and fitting
'education around it can be a big mistake.

Abeson and Blacklow set forth the views of several plan-
ners on the plahning process, as well as provide notes on
current research and ideas intended to stimulate innovative
design.

Order copies from Council for EZceptional Children,
1920 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091. $4.25.
Also available from EDRS. MF $0.83 HC $6.01.
Specify ED number.

Bayes, Kenneth. The Therapeutic Effect of Environment on
Emotionally Disturbed and Mentally Subnormal Children.
A Kaufmann International Design Award Study, 1964-66.
1967. 62 pages. EI;018 905.

"We can measure with a tape whe'ther or not a man can
reach something; but we must apply an entirely different
set of standards to' judge .the validity of an individual's
feeling of being cramped." With this quote from Edward T.
Hall, Bayes raises the question of whether facilities can be
designed to meet psychological as wC11 as,physical needs. He
fin& .that environthents can be not only merely nonres.tric-
tive, but actually thelipeu tic, though iesearch into how this
can be achieved pracrically has only just begun.

4

For the entotionally am) mentally handicapped, the con-
figuration of space, the clarity of Ow surroundings, the
scale of the facilities, and even funnture arrangements are
particularly important. To .i.orther the understanding Of
these 'needs, Bayes first discusses such ideas as personal and
territorial space and the psychology of perception, all of
which may be profoundly distorted innong the handicapped.

Document not availabk from EDRS or publisher.

Bayes, Kenneth, and Francklin, Sandra, editors. Deskiiing
for the Handicapped. 1971. 79 pages. ED 055 378.

This document is a compilatiOn of articles on the facility
needs of different groups of handicapped persons, written
by,sothe of the best-knywn specialists in the field. Cited'as
especially valuable by 'the editors are Kyo lzumi's com-
ments on "the probleth of design guidance."

lzumi cautions most s.trongly against the tenskncy of
rchitects to baSe their plans on previous construMon and

.on aesthetic precepts. Noting that the perceptions of the
mentally ill are very often radically different from those of
the average architect, lzumi adds that architects are not
even trained to perceive functionally, dppite th'eir payment
of lip service to the adage "form follows function." It is
important for the educator to be aware of these short-

,vs when working With architects and to consider
plat. J a only in terms of an architect's fame or the
impri',41% ,!ss of the design, but also in terms of his or her
own re II? .tion of the needs, of the handicapped for an
environmc..: that is workable in its totality. Too often,
acciarding to lzumi, well-conceived elementl are poorly
joined .toge ther.

Other articles deal with facilities for the retarded, the
blind, the deaf, the learning disabled, thc maladjusted, and
also the gifted and their often neglected special needs.

Order from the Society for Emotionally Disturbed Chil-
dren, 1622 Sherbrooke. Street, West, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada H3H IC9. $4.00.

HOW TO ORDER ec REPORTS
.

Copies of journal articles (klentified by EJ numbers) are
, not aVailable from the ERIC Document Reproduciion Service
\(EDRS) .or from the Clearinghouse. Copies, of ERIC docu-
ments (identified by ED numbers) may be ordered from
EDRS in either microfiche (MF) or hard copy (HC). Do not
Order documents from this Clearingbouse.mileu so specified.
ylten copies may be obtained from other sources, ordering
information is given in the bidividualentry.

' When ordering from EDRS, please inchlde the ED 'num-
bell; of docurnendi requested. All ordeni must be in rirliting
arid\ payment must accompany orders of leu than $10. ..).

Postage must be added to the cost of allorders. Rates are
as f011ows: Microfiche: $0.25 for up to. 60 fiche and $0.10
for 4,6 additional 60. Paper copy; $0.25 for first 60 pages
and $0.10 for each additional 60. First class or aiernall post-
age is available at additional cosi. .

Address requests to EDRS, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Vir-
ginia 22210.

.. .



Bednar, Michael 'and Ilailand, David S. The Role of-the
Physical .Environme;id, in the EdUcation of Children with
I.earning Disabilities. Troy, New York: Center for Arehitee,
tura! Research, Renssitliier Polytechnic Institute, 1969, 102
pages. kID 031,377, J

Normal Krsons adapt fairly quickly to new nviron-
ments, even when tilose environments are not particularly
suited to the activities for which they are used. The
mentally ill, neurolokcally handicapped, or psychologically
impaired person .may not be able to atja42i. A room may
seem strange and new eVery time it is entered. Mechanisms
for"sereening out distractions may. also be lacking. Beduar
and Ilaviland believe that "the ability to adapt mut to "direct
perception is a learned traitand falls within the educaramal
spectrum.' By controlling thc environment, the educator
can change IThavioil and even teach the ability to adapt in
general.

Bednar and Ilaviland describe not only the nature of
learning disabilities and of special education programs, but
also: the basic .environmental variables- space, light, color,
sound, texture, climate, and shape. These variables have
been the subject .of theoretical speculation but not enough
hard research. ThF authors believe that when architects gain
an understanding of the factors in special education and
when educators have_ increased their awareness of the
impact of th,e environmentt creative dialogue will result.
The facilities that grnw out of this communication will
serve as th testing ground so desperately needed in,a field
still largely unexplored.'

Order MI, from EDRS, $0.83.1IC not available. Specify
ED number.

Gordon, Ronnie: The Design of a Pre-School "Learning
Laboratory," in a Rehabilitation Center. New York: Medi'cal
Center, Ne4v York University, 1969. 67 pages. ED 032 696..

It is extremely important tit) recognize that handicapped
children share the same basic edUcational goals as normal
children. The difference, as 9ordoq points out, lies in the
additional obstacles that stand in the way of attaining those
goals. Preschool or nurery facilities for the handicapped
ti4ruld be designed to provide a'sound program for normal
children, with modificatiohsiand adaptations to allow use
by abnormal children. Cone ntration on the special- needs
of the exceptional child, rat er than on the basic needs of
all childrch,-can,lead to a de ign that is handicapping in its
own way.

Gordon describes a project created to jirovide educa-
tional opportunities for.you
and treatment at a medical c
a learning laboratory where
sonnel and learning speciali

g patients undergoing analysis
nter. The project also provides
medical and paramedical per-
ts can study the comparative

abilities and difficulties bf normal and handicapped
children both as individuals and as members of groups. llis

,report thcludes drawings nd photographs of specially
designed equipment.

Order from EDRS. Ml II .83 tIC $3.50. Specify ED
number,

National Association for litarded Children. Architectural
Contributions to Effective Programming for the Mentally
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Retarded. Conference Report of the Architectural Institute
(Denver, Colorado,May LI- lO. /9(7). New York: 1967. 69
pages. LD 041 407.

'Administratimi is a tool, mu an end in nself, and the
main thrust of the architectural effect, indeed the genius of
the architect, should manifest itself in the environment he
creates in the living quarters of the reslents.' This is just
one of the rea4ons contrib9tor Gunnar Dybwad cites for
architects. as well as educators to be part of the planning
process. he 'architect's 'specialized knowledge of new
materials and techniques can answer some of the many
questions raised by the recent trend toward individualizing
treatment. Maintaining the architect's involvement after
constration, in such areas as interior design and furnishings,
as well as making chimges and improvements, can help
assure the most effective use of a new latlitty's design. Such
involvement also permits the architect a chance to observe
the effectiveness of his concepts in practice.

Dybwad also stresses the fact that buildings designed for
ease of administration and control of patients may them-
selves encourage the kind of antisocial reaction that pro-
vokiA administrators to ask for even more control-oriented
facilities in the future, creating a vicious, circle directly
opposed to the best interest of allconcerned.

The other articles in thii-document also concentrate on
the relationship between the architect and the programmer,
with the- general conclusion that .greater cooperation
between the two is desirable. Edwin Cromwell suggests that.
the consultant can effectively bridge the communications
gap between the health care or education professional and
the architect, serving as a translator for both.,

John Garber concludes the presentations with the
history of his group's analysis of the full range of factors to
be considered in planning three new facilities. A
particularly valuable technique involved creating three
fictional characters whose entire lives were planned out to
give the architects a better idea of what the range of facili-
ties and services had, to include, both within and without
the institutions under consideration.

Order copies from National Association for Retarded
Citizens, 2709 Avenue E, East, P. 0. Box 6109,
Arlington, Texas 76011. Free.
Also available from EDRS. MF $0.83 lIC $3.50. Spccify
ED number.

Moore, 'Caroline, editor. Preschool Programs for Handi-
capped Children': A Guidebook for the Development and
Operation of Programs. Eugene: Regional Resource Center
for Handicapped Children, University of ,Oregon, 1974.
77 pages. ED 112 595.

If the preschool years are indeed "the most important
years of learning in the child's life," as this guidebook
quotes Jensen as saying, titer' the provision of adequate
facilities for handicapped Pre4choolers is especially impor-
tant. Private tamilies too oftri lack the special equipment
and training, not to mention the emotional readiness,
necessary to give the handicapped child the extra attention
needed to prepare him or her to enter the school-age years
with the bes,t chance for integration into the mainstream.

When existing structures are considered for renovation
to meet the needs of this pr-eschool training, more than
minimum standards of building safety must be considered.
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The Imilding should- bi located close to the clients, sim e

hilsgths. .'"uf 1":4"g traivil a," "'du"tde program., .I1 out000r pay area smnno oe avaoame. Foe
sctc itsihl should increase the. visihility (it .the program tor
purposes of raising conummity .iwareness,

flic document en% ers several other aspects of designing
preschool programs in an attempt to portray all the require-
ments in a logical stepby-step fashion.

Order from FORS. 50.83 IR: 51.u7. Spccily
noinbcr..

Ndlist, Ivan. Planning BuilVgs for Handicapped Children.
London: Crosby Lockwo(d & Son, 1970. 112; pages, LI)
number not yet assigned.

"It would be absurd to pretend that Iii . w.itigs can .do
much towards solving, the probletn of mental handicap."
Still, these buildings play .in important role by providing an
environment in which people can try to reach their pot('n-
tials. Because of the untneasuLible nature of mental handi-
caps (which include such disparate conditions as mongolism,
cere)ral palsY, autism, hyperadivity, and others) and the
particular local situations that must be considered, standard
solutions are not as practical as simple understanding when
it comes to generating designs. Perhaps the best general
guideline is that flexibility of the space, to accommodate a
changing clientele, must be coupled with an appearance of
stability and security.

Providing a varied environment is particularly important,
as is recognizing the greater-than-usual need for Nifety
features such as windows that cannot be climbed out of
and hot water that cannot get too hot. Nellist does a good
jiiri of pointing out the kinds of problems that usually come
to light only aftrr a facility has been in use for some time.

The book covers space arrangements both indoors and
out, considerations of lighting, heating, building finishing,
residential :aid nonresidential design, service facilities, and
even the entire complex's relationship to the surrounding
community.

Order 'copies from Crosby Lockwood & Son, Ltd., c/o
Granada Publishing, Ltd., P. O. Box 9, 29 Frogmbre,
,,Bt. Albans, Hertford AL2 2tiF, Great Britain. .-' 4.

TIT IN THIS SERIES

Enrollmcrt Forecasting
9. Evaluating the Existing School Plant
3. Computerized Planning Methods
4, Fiscal Planning for School Construction
5. Life-Cycle Costing
6. Educat ional Specificat ions
7, Community Participation in Planning
8. Techniques for Closing Schools
9. Energy Conservation

10. Facilities for Community Services
I I. Alternative Uses of School Buildings
12. Buildinti Renovation and Modernization
11. Facilities for Mainstreaming the Handicapped
14. Facilities for Special,Education

()Mario Department of Education. Special Educat'on
Schools and Playgrounds .1Or trainable Ment

Handicapped Childre.n. Toronto: School Planning uuM

Bnibling Research Sectimi, 1971. 25. pages. ED 058 688,
This document responds to a trend toward community

based slay schools for the trainable mentally handicapped
by presenting specifications_ anl sample floor plans for
sehoids,a ft arn two to eight nionis in size. These plans'are
designed with an eye toward future expansion. A homelike
setting supporting individualized training is sought to make
the educational process easier and more functional as well.

Classrotim arrangements suitable fordifkrent age groups
are also presented, mul their general requirements in terms
of size, capacity, equipment, and facilities' are described.
Washrooms, playrooms, kitchens for student use, craft
rooms, playgrounds, and administrative, staff, and faculty
areas are discussed briefly.

.prder copies from School Planning and Building
Research Section, Ontario Department of Education,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Order MI; from EDRS, 30.83. Specify ED number.

"A Rehalnlitation Center DeSigned with the Help of Wheel-
chairs." Building Dxsign & COnstruction, 17, 2 (Febrnary
1976), pp. 41-46. EJ 132 520.

A group of architects used wheelchairs in their own
offices and also attended classes, ate, and spent time with
handicat;ped patients.. As a result of this experience they
substantially modified their original concepts for the con-
struction of a new rehabilitation center. Their final plan is
designed for the users of the buildici, with all patient
facilities on one level. . R

The 40-bcd patient wings, each curving around a central
nursing arca for easy access, are built in absequence along
one main hall. As patientsprogress toward r.ecovery they arc
moved farther away from therapy and medical areas, in
order both to enccavrage mobility and to gii.--a-'sense of
achievement. When they have progressed sufficiently to use
the vocational/educational building, they must even brave
t12.e weather and problems with level changes, purposely
built-in to prci:iare users for the return to normal conditions.

Vosbeck, R. Randall. "FLilities for People Who Learn
Differently." Paper presented at the American Association
of School Administrators,annual meeting, Dallas, February
1975. 12 pages, ED 108 347.

"In the development of both programs and facilities for
exceptional children, there is an urgent need not only to
think in terms of specific disabilities or problems, but also
of abilities what a student is capable vf, what his positive
potentiils arc." The' central question that should be
answere4 is not "How is the child disabled?" but "How
doesIthe child learn differently?" Only when educators
convey their., own positive outlook to designers can the
designers' ofeative energies and knowledge be applied to
developing (Vilifies that are for edticating rather than
merely containing disabled children.

Vosbeck touches briefly on the continuing need for
facilities for children who cannot be mainstreamed,' on
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Order tioni FDIC,. 4.11 50.81 11C $1,67, Specify FA)
number.
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Baas, Alan NI. Environments for the' Physically Handl-
tapped. Educational Facilities I? ecieW S erieSV mber 8.

Eugene; Oregon: ERIC C.Icariughouse on Educational
Nlanagenwpt. University of Oregon, 1972. 6 pages. ED MA

793 ME $0.83 IR: $1.67. Provides a farie-t-analysis ed
literature on facilities for the handicapped, iiwluding both
basic building criteria anti research IilI.0 t.otal mvironniental
requirements as treated in 2-1 referAtv,f. from the ERIC
system through early 1972.

Council for Exceptional Children. Physical Facilities:

Selected Bibliography, Exert, t%0 Ma Child Bibliography
Series No. 634. 4(eston. V,irginia: Information Center on
Exceptional Childrik 1973. 27 pages. ED 081 765 NIF

$0.83 11C $2.06. Contains approximately 100 abstracts of
documents reflecting thinking prior to 1973 on the full
range of favili6es for, the handicappetrliome but not all are
available through the ERIC system.

Florida State Department of Education. Florida's Educa-

tional Facilities for Exceptional Children 1968-1973. Talla-

hassee: Education for Exceptional Children Section. 1973.

90 pages, ED 085' 945 ME $0.83 IIC $4.67. A five-year
plan to provide appropriate eduOtion to Flirrida's excep-
tional children resulted in 131 projects, several or which are

described in this document. Included are special building

IV
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,v lags designed to mem a number id (lament needs and
!milt ,CS rldflitil Is ICC It'gplar schools. ,15 ,1; 14)1.

trainable I '

Markun. Pairicia Nlaloney. 4 litot. Play Seapcs: Two Case

Stu.lees. Washingtml, D.C.: Association tor Childhovd
Edo( atiim International, 1973. 19 pages. ED 089 467 MI"

.50.83 11C not available from EDRS, (Available fr))m

.\ smiciation for Childhood Lducation hito.rnational: 3615
Wisconsin Avenue. N.W., Washington, D.C, 20016. $ P50).
Three brief articles stress the (resign of play areas as places

to learn .ind t.,0 exercise social and motor skills. Incorpora-
tion of therapeutic concepts into barrier-free designs can

make activities once considered wm.rk desirable and enjoy

able.

Rogerson, Robert W. K. C.', and Spence. Philip 11. A Place

at Work. The Working Environ((lent of the Disabled. 1969,

207 pages'. El) 046 163. Document not available 'from
El/RS. (Available from Robert Mac Lellose and Company,

Iad., University Press. ('lasgow W.3, Scotland.) Em:ilities

are deseribel. for preparing the disabled to enter the work-

ing world, b inning with day srliools and ending in com-

Specifica dons or equip!! cnt an I a discussion of costing
niercial estab shments. Exampl .s from Europe ;ire cited.

consideratiOns are included

Uniyersity of .alifortfia. EducatiMial Facilities for the
Visually ,Ilandic Berkeley, California: Department of
,irchiteelure, 191.6tS0217 pages. El) 028 617 ME $0,83 11C
$11.37. Irt.an attempt to riise the designing of educiitional

f ties 'for the multiply hrdicapped blind above the Ic:vel

of Simply ...'rearranging" thei component parts of the design
problem, 18 xchitecture students spent a year breaking the

problem down into its simplest parts..analyzing their results,

and applying their ,discoveries as totally new solutions to
the problem. The document will be of greatest value to the

architect seeking .an understanding of the complex nature

of this particular lesign question.

'Fite Echa.ational Resources Information Catnted (ERIC) is a n-ational infdrmation system operated by the Nationa it utc of Education. FRU:

serves educators by disseminating research results and other re,ource information that can be used ill developing more effective educational pro-

grams. Fhe ERIC GlearMghouse on Educational Management, one of several such units in the system. Was estahlished at the t 'nfversity of Oregon

in 1966. The Clearinghouse and its companion umts process research reports and journal articles for announcement in ERR:'s index and abstract

bulletin,. Resea'rcVreports are announced in Reource., in Eilueution (BIF), available in many libraries and by subscription for 542.70 a year from

the l'inted States Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402Journalartides arc announced. in CurTent bolcx to journals in Mucation,

(ME is also available in many libraries and can be ordered for $62 a year from Macmillan Inflirmation.216R Brown Stri.47t, RiVerside, N.ew Jersey

08075. Besides processing documents and journal articles, Ow Clearinghou;e prepares bibliographies, literature reviews, monographs, and other

interpretive research studies on topics.in its educational area.

'Ibis publ,ication, was prepared pursuant to a contract with the National Institute of Educatiah, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare. Cor.,:actors undertaking such projects under government sponsorship re encourage to express freely their judgment in professional and

technical matteckirior to publication, the manuscript was submitted to ill Council of Edu -ational Facility Planners, International, for critical

review and deternunation-of professional competence, .FIlis publication bas ni such standard . Points of View or opinions, howeyer. do not Ileces-

sdrily represent the official view or opinions of either the Giuncil ot Educat al Facility Planners, International, or the.National Institute of

Education.
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